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Introduction
This series of all-network engagement meetings was intended to take steps to strengthen the
work for water quality, quantity, access, and affordability in Southwestern Pennsylvania (SW PA)
by building engagement and relationships, and testing the potential for an on-going water
network.

All-Network Meetings Outcomes:
● Build connections -- participants will meet and know new leaders, and will strengthen

relationships and connections with leaders they already know
● Test energy for issues - participants will gain new ideas and options for working on the

issues, opportunities, and challenges they care about most
● Assess needs, shape the network -- participants will provide input to identify needs and

interests, and help determine future plans for the network
● Try platforms - participants will experience the meetings, tools and approaches that may

support on-going networking

Meeting Theme During this meeting, leaders...

Meeting #1
April 20, 2021
(PEOPLE)

Build
connections;
Understand
possibilities

● Gain a deeper understanding of the SW Pennsylvania Water
Network’s approach to building and using a network approach

● Gain a clear picture of the work we will do together across the
three-meeting series and how everyone can be a part of the work

● Help build a shared picture of the current and emerging environment
for working for water resources in the SW PA region

● Meet new people who care about water resources in the region, and
have an experience of seeing the potential resources available in the
network

Meeting #2
May 4, 2021
(PURPOSE)

Test and Work
the issues and
needs

● Learn about specific core water resource issues of interest to you
● Meet and work with other leaders who have shared interest in a

specific core water resource issue
● Share knowledge and interests
● Identify other resources and people who have expertise that will

support on-going work

Meeting #3
May 18, 2021
(PROCESS)

Input for the
Network’s Future

● Understand the SW PA Water Network’s evolution over the last 18
months and the role/task of the Strategic Working Group in gathering
input and making recommendations

● Learn about the SW PA Water Networks’ current path for its
- Purpose (vision, mission and goals)
- People (who is involved so far, proposed future participation)
- Processes (proposed tools and meetings to support the

network, and how leadership can support the network)
● Provide input about recommendations still in formation from the

Strategic Working Group
● Understand next steps and ways to continue to participate in the SW

PA Water Network
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Meeting #1 - People

Networking for Water: Session 1
Goal: networks thrive when connections are strong. This was an opportunity to meet other
leaders in the region.

Small group discussion: To accomplish this goal, people were sent to smaller breakout groups
to share about the following about themselves:

1. Name
2. Group/organization
3. Geographic location for the work you do
4. Why do you care about water quality?
5. What brought you to this SW PA Water Network event?

Group discussion - Why do you care about water in Southwestern Pennsylvania (SW
PA)?
Common responses related to the following themes (full answers available in Appendix A, Table
A.1):

● Passionate about water and the work
● To stay updated on what’s happening in the region
● Need to stay connected to other watersheds
● Preserving SW PA waters
● Unified action across the region for water issues; creating a common vision
● Meet other partners/leaders in the region; collaboration
● Wanting to be a part of network development process
● Learning from others
● Leveraging infrastructure investment
● Bridging the divide from rural to urban communities
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Network mindset vs. organizational mindset
The SW PA Water Network is applying a network mindset to its approach to water-related issues
in the region, as compared to an organizational approach. A comparison of both mindsets is
shown below:

Group discussion: What is an example of a ‘network mindset’ that you’ve seen in another
network, group, or collaboration that you’re a part of? What aspect of the ‘network mindset’ from
the comparison above (fig. ##) reminded you of that example?

A full list of examples are provided in Appendix A, Table A.2. Some common aspects include:

Networking for Water: Session 2
Participants went into groups of 4-6 people to discuss the following prompts. General themes
are provided below with full responses in Appendix A, Tables A.3-5.
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1. In the next few years, I worry about ___ in our water resources work.
○ Data management
○ Focus drawn away from water
○ Funding (lack of, inconsistent, fragmented)
○ General infrastructure challenges (e.g. AMD, climate change, nurdle patrols, etc.)
○ Lack of regional coordination
○ Leadership (maintaining, cultivating)
○ Regulations / Enforcement

2. In the next few years, I see opportunities such as ____ in our water resources
work.

○ Building knowledge capacity
○ Collaboration and vision-building
○ Increased awareness
○ Increased funding opportunities
○ Increased public engagement / justice/equity/diversity/inclusion efforts
○ Interest in improvement projects
○ New technology
○ Political will

3. I need the following connections or information to better support my work in the
next few years…

○ Coordination
○ Funding
○ Knowledge exchange
○ Increasing interest and momentum for water activities
○ Knowing the right people to connect with
○ Increasing personnel capacity (e.g. volunteers, staff, etc.)
○ Public engagement
○ Regulations
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Meeting #2 - Purpose
Timeline for the SW PA Water Network:
Over the last year, since August 2020, a strategic working group has been meeting to help
develop recommendations for the SW PA Water Network as it moves towards a soft launch in
2022.

Introductions into the meeting:
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Other introductions included using a new tool called Padlet, which allows participants to list the
following on a map:

- Where are you based?
- Name
- Organization
- What superpower do you bring to the network?

Networking for water: Session 1
In this activity, participants were able to attend peer-led learning sessions on topics they didn’t
previously have much background on, including:

● Abandoned mine drainage
● Climate change
● Flooding
● Sanitary/combined sewer systems
● Source water protection
● Stormwater
● Stream hydrology

After the session, participants were asked about what they learned. Full responses are included
in Appendix B, Table B.1, but some examples include:

● “You can develop a Laser Analysis of your stream hydrology to help determine the best
place for restoration.  AMAZING!”

● “Sediment and water have memory”

Networking for water: Session 2
In this activity, participants were able to attend facilitated discussions on topics they didn’t
previously have much background on for the following topics:

● Abandoned mine drainage
● Agriculture
● Climate change
● Data management
● Flooding
● Monitoring
● Sanitary/combined sewer systems
● Source water protection
● Stormwater
● Steam hydrology
● Water education and outreach

Participants discussed what their biggest challenges are, what they could learn from others
about the specific issue, and where more time and resources are needed to address the topic.
Full responses for each of these questions are provided in Appendix B, Table B.2.
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Meeting #3 - Process

Network principles
● Give-get ratio - gauging how much energy is in the network. How is attendance, are

people volunteering? This energy comes from people identifying added value from the
network and in return wanting to give back.

● Network mindset - see Meeting 1 notes. Shifting from an organizational mindset to an
approach that is more collaborative. This requires some adjustment in how we think
about the network.

● People/Purpose/Process - These three pieces have to be worked out in relationship to
each other for successful collaboration.

Network development process
● The Strategic Working Group has been developing recommendations for the overall

structure of the SW PA Water Network.
● The next step will move into a soft launch of the network
● Leadership and decision-making are critical in whatever level of participation that people

take. For example, the Strategic Working Group develops a recommendation, but this is
sent out to the larger group of leaders for feedback and comments are addressed.

Methods of engagement
● Strategic Working Group was formed from a smaller group of stakeholders that were

looking to avoid redundancies in silos and improve communication.
● The water landscape in SW PA is a “big bowl of spaghetti” - the goal was to maximize

limited resources in the region and improve collaboration.
● Representation across all stakeholder groups is very important.
● Engagement was drastically changed during the pandemic. Meetings were moved online

and new platforms and tools were experimented with to help improve meetings.
● What recommendations have been decided: purpose/vision/goals, who is involved,

understanding the gives and gets for participants
● What still needs recommendation: leadership structure, defining participation,

platforms/tools
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Purpose/Vision/Goals
● Vision: Seeing that SW PA water resources are sustainably, equitably and collaboratively

managed to protect public health and the environment, enhance community and system
resilience and deliver economic, ecological and social benefits for all people of the
region.

● Goals:
1. Build a regional identity
2. Create a safe, open, productive space
3. Leverage and amplify existing and future efforts and develop and implement a

regional vision
4. Improve information and data sharing

Discussion:

Defining participation
● The network wants to include a broad group of stakeholders from different backgrounds
● It is important to continually check-in about whether or not people are represented and

adjusting as necessary. This is a continual process.
● Water Center at Penn has developed a report comparing various networks in the region,

reviewing best practices and standard procedures and outcomes
● Participants have a loosely-defined framework for engaging with the network; the goal is

to connect based on capacity and interest and remove the barriers to do so.
● Creating something equitable and inclusive
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Discussion:
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Leadership structure
● A recommendation was put forward to have a core leadership structure for the SW PA

Water Network that is representative of a diverse group of stakeholder groups (see
presentation slides for more information)

● Water leaders were asked for their initial reaction and level of support for this
recommendation
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Conclusion and next steps

General feedback
Participants expressed some general feedback for the Strategic Working Group as they develop
the leadership structure for the network as well as feedback for the network as a whole.
Appendix C has a full list of responses (Tables C.1-2), and some examples are included here:

● Representation of sectors
● Centering equity and justice
● Flexibility and participation
● Knowledge transfer and clarity in roles
● Local leadership
● Collaboration

Next steps
● Within one month of the event, leadership recommendation will be drafted and sent to

the larger group of leaders
● Within one month of the event, a call for nominations will be sent to the larger group of

leaders for the next Strategic Working Group, to begin in August 2021
● Opportunities for people to engage with the network will be announced for the next 3-6

months
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Appendix A - Full responses from Meeting #1
Table A.1

Why do you care about water in Southwestern Pennsylvania (SW PA)?

● I've been lucky enough to be part of the process since 2019.   This work gets me out of bed in the AM!
● Keeping abreast of all that’s happening in water in the area so that I can share it with the middle and high

school students and teachers that work with Creek Connections. And for the great people involved!
● All waters in Washington County flow outward, so making great connections to assist with our work is

incredibly important
● I have fallen in love with SW PA waterways (kayaking), and wish to do my part in helping to

preserve/protect them
● Connecting with other water work and research on the region.
● I've heard a lot about the network through my participation in the SW PA Water Leadership Incubator

Program and am looking forward to making connections
● Love to connect to see what everyone is up to, how we can work together now and for the future!
● Hope that we can act cohesively and decisively to take action.
● I have always worked in collaborative settings related to water, so getting the opportunity to start up a new

endeavor like this seemed exciting and an opportunity to share my experiences
● Looking to be part of a strong network that is interested in the future of our rivers, water systems, and

wastewater management systems.
● Interest in the overall goals of the upper Ohio watershed for conservation and stewardship
● Seeking to connect with others as we pursue work in riverbank stabilization in the City of PGH
● To meet partners, understand issues and needs in the SW region, and see how EPA Source Water (a

voluntary, partnership-based program) can support the development of this network. Also personally, I
used to be the Schuylkill Action Network (SAN) Coordinator and I find network/coalition development work
really interesting!

● An opportunity to learn from elsewhere in the region...and find those common sparks for action
● The opportunity to meet people working on water issues in the hopes of continuing to build a movement

for Ohio River restoration.
● Quantity and quality of water for our region
● Networks are so much more than the sum of their parts. Imagine what we can do together through

collaborative coordination.
● The Network provides an opportunity to learn about what other communities in the region are doing to

protect and utilize water resources. It is helpful to see what others are doing and what can be
implemented in our community

● I work with a great group of folks in the Indiana County Stormwater Education Partnership.  That network
has shown me the power of professional networks in accomplishing individual and group goals.

● The need for synergy to correct years of pollution
● I've been part of the Strategic Working Group for more than a year. Great opportunity to multiply our

impact.
● The importance for the region to work together to clean up the water of western PA
● Common vision for water resources
● Penn's Corner RC & D and my work in with conservation districts and specifically work with farm

operations
● I am interested increasing the engagement between ORSANCO and this region
● While we are a national laboratory, we have a strong regional presence and look for opportunities to

partner and collaborate on local and regional issues.
● We realize that at the Corps that we want to be a connector in the region -- so we're looking to build

opportunities to get to know everyone involved in water resources management in the region to be more
effective in the work we do!

● I think we have a lot of infrastructure investment coming soon, and how can we make that work for the
entire river system. From rural communities to our big cities.
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● As the PA DEP Southwest Region source water protection coordinator, I am closely associated with the
River Alert Information Network (RAIN). In western PA, there are 43 drinking water utility members in
RAIN. I want to be able to connect RAIN with the SW PA Water Network.

● There are so many great people and great rivers here and I hope that we can connect and grow the
priorities and mines going to solve 3 river watershed water issues!

● I want to connect with like minded SWPA water advocates and work toward a common vision.
● Water is everything, and we all live downstream.
● Opportunities to learn and engage with various organizations that have similar interests/focuses on the

vitality of clean water
● Learning about other groups is my job, and interest in clean water is not just environmental, but social,

pertains to human health, and economics.
● Heartbroken when WREN was unfunded because of the water intelligence that was there and the way

people connected there.  Hoping this will be as good.
● Networking, learning about the Southwest initiative. Would like to connect with people and groups that

may find USGS data and science useful.
● My entry to the Network was driven by one personal factor and one professional factor.  The latter is to

introduce as many as possible to the 3 Rivers QUEST sampling network and database.  The former is
that I want to be able to swim in all 3 rivers at any time and not worry about water quality.

● I believe the more folks involved in these issues the better.
● I work with farmers throughout Westmoreland County in keeping soil on the land where it belongs so it

does not wash down the stream. I really appreciate drinking clean, good tasting water, and work to keep it
that way.

● Need for connection and a "critical mass" for resource protection in the basin(s)
● I want to connect with other people Commonwealth to advance the SWP mentality
● Making connections to network and provide opportunities to improve water quality. We all live downstream

and it important to realize that every action has a reaction.
● After working with a collaborative group here in Indiana County, I think it's time to follow the water

downstream and work with others who are in the same boat, so to speak.
● Grassroots networking is a great tool in rural communities and this is a great chance to meet our

different/connected partners.
● Hope to help positively impact communities through a network dedicated to improving water
● To market the ecosystem services of the Ohio River watershed in western PA and get more funding for

our projects
● Looking to connect to others that are passionate about water resource management and expand network

for building additional collaborative partnerships for future regional initiatives.
● I look forward to learning about local concerns and solutions to improve recreational fishing and boating

opportunities and aquatic resource protection.
● Connect with others to further conservation efforts in the area
● We want to make sure that future water related and environmental jobs are open to everyone, increasing

the diversity of our region’s environmental employees.
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Table A.2

What are some examples of groups that align with a network mindset?

● 3 Rivers Quest
● Choose Clean Water Coalition
● Climate and Rural Systems Partnership
● Columbia-Montour Coalition for Source Water Protection
● Creek Connections
● Delaware River Basin Com, Chesapeake Bay Program, Susquehanna River Basin Com.
● GLC Blue Accounting
● Green Infrastructure Network (GIN), organized by 3 Rivers Wet Weather
● Greene County Conservation District
● Held a Youghogheny Symposium of the partners within the Youth river
● Hydrogeology
● Indiana County Stormwater Education Partnership
● Kiski-Conemaugh Stream Team
● Municipal Authority of Westmoreland County (MAWC) Source Water Protection (SWP) committee.
● Negley Run Task Force convened by John Stephen
● Nine Mile Run Greenway Project
● NMRWA
● North American Food Systems Network
● Pittsburgh Greenspace Alliance
● PLEN
● Potomac Drinking Water Source Protection Partnership (DWSPP)
● Public Leadership in Education Network - works to connect young women into public policy.
● Re-Amp Network
● Resident-driven networks
● Robust Redhorse Conservation Committee, a group formed for the conservation of a seriously imperiled

fish species in order to (hopefully) prevent listing under the ESA.  Included all sorts of stakeholders - Govt
agencies, hydro power companies, academia.  Shared info.

● Schuylkill Action Network
● Southwest Project Grass
● The PA Abandoned Mine Land Campaign is a loose coalition meeting about support for restoration

funding, which has been successful in changing public policy.
● Turtle Creek Watershed Stormwater Management Leadership Partnership
● Urban ecology collaborative
● Washington County Watershed Alliance
● WCWA - Watershed Association volunteers make all the decisions on the county-wide basis
● Working with Izaak Walton Divisions along the Ohio. The organization is loose that allow share points of

view of what is happening in each state and leads to a discussion of how it affects others
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Table A.3

Prompt: In the next few years, I worry about ___ in our water resources work.

Themes Participant responses

Data management ● The need for data to address the challenges, “how important is it to have
inland

● Water data collection and water interpretive studies on water quality, quantity,
surface and groundwater

Focus drawn away from
water

● With so many resources focused on the pandemic, our funders have directed
their support to more social welfare and health organizations

● People will under prioritize and under value water as a resource and a metric
for public health

● Lack of focus of some on water with a new focus on public health, education
● Possible funding reductions for conservation projects due to COVID

Funding (lack of,
inconsistent, fragmented)

● Funding for water resource conservation work and threats to Growing Greener
funds.

● Funding is the biggest issue, competing with the eastern part of PA
● Lack of funding for the issues.
● Runaway costs.  A situation where the cost for remediation (money and social

costs) become very high.
● Growing Green is so focused on projects no money for education, outreach,

networking ,learning
● Funding for Integrated Water Resource Planning and starting now

General infrastructure
challenges (e.g. AMD,
climate change, nurdle
patrols, etc.)

● Concerns about climate impacts on water resources.
● Running out of infrastructure projects we can do to fix flooding problems, we

may be out of the ‘easy’ solutions -- overdevelopment of the floodplain/
surrounding areas is not an ‘easy’ fix

● Abandoned mine drainage remediation
● Investing in MS4 insteading of some other flashy/one term ideas
● Failure to take into account how our changing climate is affecting our water

system (flooding, extreme storms, landslides, etc) and how it is continuing to
disproportionately affect vulnerable populations

Lack of regional
coordination

● Each municipality might want to have their own climate action plan which is
great grassroots wise, but we need a regional plan that brings them together,
water related vulnerabilities are all over them and quality and quantity have
been legacy issues

● Tend to want to work harder but with the same approach
● Balancing renewed interest and investment in infrastructure (water,

wastewater, stormwater), climate change, and equity
● We will begin investing in infrastructure and not look at the watershed as a

whole before we do that

Leadership (maintaining,
cultivating)

● Network weariness

Regulations / Enforcement ● Need political will around enforcement and ideation
● Tie things to regulations
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Table A.4

In the next few years, I see opportunities such as ____ in our water resources work.

Themes Participant responses

Building knowledge
capacity

● Utilizing data to help the region. We have decades of water quality and quantity
data at our disposal. Great opportunity for data visualization.

● The sharing of data resources that could be used in understanding better as to what
is actually going on within the watersheds as well as the work being done

● Lots more public education
● Materials and expertise to install green infrastructure
● Rely on each others for answers - lean on one another, understand processes to

understand work we are doing
● Need interesting research to improve water resources

Collaboration and
vision-building

● How to think about water holistically
● Link river water quality as a resource and recreational opportunity with riverfront

redevelopment
● “One Water” concept
● Good funding for implementation projects and staff capacity
● Need to capitalize on infrastructure plan - need a cohesive plan that can capture

Biden’s infrastructure funding
● Recognize that existing resources can be reoriented to tackle new concerns
● Broad Agency Announcements - a proposal driven to match local and federal funding
● Interest in potential federal funding to address issues in the consent orders about to

be given  from PA DEP
● Renewed interest and investment in infrastructure (water, wastewater, stormwater),

climate change, and equity

Increased awareness ● Increase awareness about water realizing where things are broken- making people
aware of realities

Increased funding
opportunities

● More funding for sustainability and environmental efforts
● The new farm bill might help the environment get more attention

Increased public
engagement /
justice/equity/diversity
/inclusion efforts

● Grassroots organizing
● Excited about clean-ups on rivers - volunteers have lots of interest. Environmentally

rivers are seen as important - local rivers keep businesses open, this makes it easier
to support.

● There is a need to incorporate diversity, equity, inclusion, and justice in the
conversation - how race and class affect interactions with the natural environment

● Utilizing different techniques to engage stakeholders (e.g. serious gaming)

Interest in improvement
projects

● Taking on small projects that make big changes
● New projects in the pipeline related to abandoned mine water
● Can we help the communities that aren’t part of MS4 - tweaking and translating

BMPs for all to use more effectively
● Riverfront zoning opens up additional opportunities to improve rivers. Points for

landowners to address stormwater issues

New technology ● The need to innovate and come up with life-changing ideas will help
● New technologies that are available that could be used to mitigate

flooding/stormwater issues

Political will ● Change at top-level government will also help the environment and water; social
equity and water
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Table A.5

I need the following connections or information to better support my work in the next few
years...

Themes Participant responses

Coordination ● More coordination in our application of and request for resources
● Connecting people/organizations/stakeholder groups to data sources
● Water network is needed
● Relationships with those that own the physical infrastructure
● What can we do differently to solve issues we’ve been working on for 30 years?
● Develop a network of organizations and individuals interested in discussing and

supporting state and local level policies that support the pursuit of improved water
quality

● Deep connections on the local, state, and national levels to build a strong movement
for clean water funding from the federal government

● Cooperative agreements
● Strong partners, continued networking
● More coordination in our applications and request for more resources

Funding ● Equitable compensation for all this awesome work we’re all doing
● Funding for network development / coalition-building
● Connecting to sources of funding that my communities can tap into for their unfunded

mandates concerning water quality
● Operational funding

Knowledge exchange ● Build the network’s focus on information sharing. Provide continuity and connections
when positions turnover

● Need a mental map of issues related to water, a visual representation from the
network

● Increase environmental education for the region to understand the issues ad find
synergies to fix them

Increasing interest and
momentum for water activities

● Getting the attention of decision-makers and understanding what information they
need to make good decisions.

● Finding out what type of public education will motivate people?
● Finding different approaches to improving public engagement in rural areas
● How to persuade decision-makers to prioritize stormwater?

Knowing the right people to
connect with

● Knowing which connections to other work in the area
● Looking to find out who is working with the water issues in the region to identify

potential partnerships and collaborative opportunities
● Identify suitable partners for data sharing, going after funding
● Assistance in finding areas most affected by natural hazards (e.g. flooding)

Increasing personnel capacity
(e.g. volunteers, staff, etc.)

● Young leaders
● Leaders for rural areas
● Volunteers
● Technical assistants

Public engagement ● Engaging our local community in their wants/needs for conservation
● I think our listening to stakeholders both recreational and commercial will help in my

position.
● What are the needs of local stakeholders and how can stakeholders help?
● Engagement with urban and rural frontline communities to ensure equity and justice

are centered in water work and the people most impacted are at the table to help
make decisions.

Regulations ● Water well construction standards
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Appendix B: Full responses from Meeting #2
Table B.1

What is one thing you learned in Networking for Water: Session 1?

● OneWater
● New funding streams for AMD
● Funding is ongoing and PA gets a large chunk of AMD funding
● the conservation districts are normally the first recipients of calls for assistance for flooding
● Water has a memory
● there is a great Ohio River climate change report
● Even rural areas have trouble addressing flooding concerns.  Even if they have the room to install projects.
● The need for storm-water awareness
● details of AMD program and legislation in Congress
● Invasive species
● Municipalities can ask the Army Corps to do a study in order to adjust the codes to which they design

structures to
● Learned more about the source water protection program.
● Urban water runoff pollutes
● ORSANCO  will be an excellent resource
● Some new stormwater technologies include balloon-like reservoirs that can fill and deflate as storm flows

come and go.
● New ordinance for stormwater in Pgh
● PILOT became AMLER
● Great passion for Source Water Protection
● You can develop a Laser Analysis of your stream hydrology to help determine the best place for restoration.

AMAZING!
● Engineering new outfall structures could help improve stormwater management
● There is more funding available than I thought
● Just how many people are involved with CSO/SSO issues.
● Protecting source water in urban settings has its own set of challenges.
● Sewage problems are everywhere and hard to resolve.
● Need to develop salaried professional staff to lead these initiatives.
● met new people also interested in mining issues
● The work I do is source water protection.
● There are radioactive elements in the Mon as artifacts of our industrial past
● I didn't really learn anything I didn't know, but I learned that our issues are common.
● people are working on source water protection activities without recognizing that that's what they are

(different terminology in the water resources world)
● Good discussion of one water and rural - urban connections
● PWSA is attempting to implement a stormwater fee in Pittsburgh
● Great reinforcement of needs
● Infrastructure bill may have funding for communities & AMD
● The correct term is "acid mine drainage from abandoned mine land".
● Uniting stakeholders who are dealing with flood issues is helpful for prioritizing and finding solutions
● More people are interested in source water protection than I anticipated!
● Property buy-outs may be one of the only available tools to deal with flooding in many locations.
● Soil Remembers (we talked about water remembering (toni morrison quote)), but soil does too!
● Possibility of design competition for stormwater outflows.
● how everyone is talking about climate change tactics, new language etc
● An idea for a design competition for better Stormwater outfall design
● Sediment and water have memory
● Need for professionals, not just volunteers
● ACOE is working with Counties on watershed planning and flood studies
● Different configurations of sewer systems and the different ways of managing each type
● I learned that problems are just that.
● Need to monitor stormwater management projects to be sure they are working
● letting everyone have a space to contribute to topics and lead discussions
● Sharing/Active listening
● Issues are too large to handle in short sessions but it is a great start
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Table B.2

Water-related
topic

Biggest challenges What to learn from others Where is more
time/energy needed to
strategize in more
detail?

Abandoned mine
drainage

- AMD in watershed
- Repurposing AMD sludge
- Urban areas lack space for

remediation projects
- Getting a volunteer

multi-stakeholder group
together to craft a visionary
ecosystem restoration plan
centered around equity and
justice in the next year

- Finding others working on this
issue

- Finding funding
- I would like to learn more about

how other communities have
addressed similar problems

Agriculture - NRCS
- No state match for

NRCS funding
programs

- Small farms aren’t
eligible

- “Death by a thousand cuts”
- so many challenges
buildup over time (small
farms, steep slopes, etc)

- How to prioritize issues and
make an impact

- Invasive species management

- Need to adapt NRCS and
similar programming for
smaller parcels and
smaller communities

- Involving policy makers
in these issues - more
communication at the
state level

Climate change - Acid mine drainage
- How to communicate with

directly affected
communities

- Species tolerance across life
stages

- Permitting

- Lesson plans and curriculum
tailored for audiences

- Building linkages between water
issues (e.g. hydrology,
infrastructure, remediation)

- Need to “reimagine
Appalachian”

- How to make it real to people
- Moving resiliency beyond policy

into implementation

- priorities related to
climate change,
appropriate messaging
and next steps

- How standards, policy
and regulation can help
improve resilience to
climate change

- Reframing tradeoffs
(e.g. economic and
environmental
outcomes) as
complementary rather
than in direct
competition

- Connecting human
health to climate health

Data management - Just the act of gathering
data is a challenge because
we don't have much to go
off of

- Centralized locations for
sharing stories of
community efforts,
resulting impacts, lessons
learned

- Increasing people working
on this issue

- Learn how others are managing
and collecting data - technology
is out there, but sometimes can
be complicated

- Data management systems,
software, and more info about
local success stories

- Various sources of data and how
they are being used to drive
decisions at a local watershed
level
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- Funding for inspections and
data upkeep

- Initiating the data collection
process and funding for that
effort

Flooding - Finding sponsors who are
able to fund larger, more
holistic watershed studies
and projects

- Coordinating and keeping
up on all the
contacts/agencies/informati
on available on
programs/assistance/etc

- Making tough decisions
about land use planning
and balancing risk-aversion

- Justifying flood risk
management projects in
communities that may be
economically
disadvantaged, and so
harder to find the
benefit-cost ratio of 1

- Understanding why having lidar
information is important to the
work of the NFIP

- Specific regional and local case
studies

- What types of assistance each
group can provide

- Timelines for
assistance/programs

- Mapping out the
network potential - how
each organization could
contribute to specific
goals. Identify those
leverage points/map of
what people do

Monitoring - Identifying project
objectives/hypotheses
before monitoring begins
(answer why are we
monitoring?)

- Having data that is easily
digestible to the public for
understanding

- Merging data from multiple
partners with different
project objectives (QAQC)

- Keeping up with advances
in new technology.

- One major concern is
conveying the importance
of long-term/baseline data.
This can be especially
difficult with respect to
funding.

- Getting volunteer groups to
plan for "what they want to
use the data for" not just
focusing on "what to
collect." Figuring out
how/where to upload that
data so it can be accessed,
shared, used, etc.

- Understanding sampling
bias for new data collection
techniques (e.g.
environmental DNA),
optimal methods and
efficient use of this method

- Who are the monitoring resource
providers for volunteer groups in
the Ohio?

- How to connect individuals and
groups with monitoring
programs?

- Where are the current data
available? Who can upload to
those platforms? Who uses the
data there and how?

- Interested in learning "the what,
where, and why" others are
monitoring

- Best way to present data to
public - either for their own
viewing or through created
graphics and information

- How to go from raw monitoring
data to actions to improve
and/or conserve freshwater
rivers and streams?

- Is anyone looking at emerging
contaminants? Is anyone doing
road salt monitoring?

- Strategies/methods for analyzing
long term data and how to
visualize data/let it tell a story

- Working to create
'training hubs' for
watershed volunteers to
increase their skills and
expand their monitoring

- How can we develop
specific data collections
and analyses for specific
sources of water
pollution?

- Who is collecting
overlapping data & to
what qualities, who is
providing direct support
of volunteer orgs
monitoring, how we can
work best together

- Where/how to secure
long-term funding for
regional water
monitoring?
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to support traditional
surveys are some of the
challenges.

- Correlation of biological
indicator species with
specific water pollution

- Consistent funding for
long-term monitoring

- Making sure that data can
be used for the specific
nonpoint concern, while
also being useful to the
greater regional picture

Sanitary/combined
sewer systems

- Damage to existing physical
infrastructure (sinkholes,
landslides, potholes)

- Need for sampling and
mapping

- Lack of urgency from the
public

- Lack of capacity in
government

- Increasing development
puts pressure on system

- Need cohesive regional
planning

- DEP enforcement options
- Loading to system

fluctuates (e.g. campsites)
- Useful resources on GSI

require lots of expertise and
energy

- Expertise needed for
decentralized strategies (vs.
centralized)

- Watershed dynamics
- What level of response

needed to address climate
change

- Operation and maintenance
- Lack of regulatory teeth to

address water justice issues
- Agency

capacity/coordination
- Long-term viability of

decentralized/distributed
systems

- Reliance on property
owners to solve problems
that are network issues

- Grant options for small facilities
or small municipalities

- Guidance and tech assistance for
spending recovery dollars on
MS4/CSO/SSO for beautiful
regional projects

- Overlap between urban and rural
issues

- A vision forward, believing clean
rivers are possible

- How are they solving it
internationally- I want to stop
looking to Philly. Let us look
bigger

- More tree-cover needed
and framing this
through a new lens than
in past

- Bringing regional
climate action planning
processes together in
some way

- How to ensure the job
benefits and
environmental benefits
are equitably shared

- Source water protection
and overlaps with
SSO/CSO and upstream
land use

Source water
protection

- Source water protection for
a vast majority of water
utilities is a voluntary effort
above and beyond the
utility's primary
responsibilities

- Funding: the need for

- What is the most serious impact
to source water and what would
provide the biggest bang for the
buck if we addressed it?
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additional resources ($$$) is
significant

- A clear direction to expand
into the Allegheny and
Monongahela

- Staffing/ capacity for the
work

- So many tools and models,
not enough partnering to
gain traction on resolving
source water challenges

- Rapidly changing industrial
climate

- Perception that regulation +
economic growth are
mutually exclusive

- Lack of local expertise

Stormwater - Maintenance and
ownership

- Design and funding for
flooding and CSOs

- Stewardship/education
- Funding
- Appreciating the

importance of quality water
everywhere

- Disseminating information
about grant guidelines

- Making sure infrastructure
agencies understand their
role and the importance of
good water stewardship

- Determining MS4 status for
specific communities

- Framing stormwater
management as an
impediment rather than an
opportunity in the region

- Managing rate payer
expectations; takes a long
time to implement
solutions; getting various
stakeholders to work
together

- Water systems have done
well in identified the
"co-benefits" of GSI, but not
"co-funders"

- Integrated planning with
multiple agencies and
stakeholders

- Sustainable and green design
measures to address stormwater

- How do municipalities form
partnerships with residents to
address stormwater issues?

- What is the best way to deal with
properties that flood because
they were built in floodplains?

- How to create the enthusiasm in
municipal government to take
green stormwater solutions
seriously.

- State and Federal funding
opportunities

- Optimum combination of CSO
control/stormwater quality
management/flood relief

- How to 'sell' a large watershed
scale project to skeptical
rate-payers

- Is there a way to convince people
that they are not being picked on
when it is suggested that they
take measures to avoid flooding?

- How to design and budget a
watershed scale stormwater
system?

- The Water Center and
Penn Praxis was
selected to work with
PWSA and the City of
Pittsburgh to develop a
SWM Plan for
Pittsburgh, based largely
on issues of resilience
and equity (and of
course SW and
flooding!).  Love to have
a chance to get
perspectives on what is
most needed.

- Watershed-based Joint
Benefits Authority

- Climate resilient
stormwater
management with an
equitable investment
lens

- Multi-municipal or
organizational
approaches to manage
stormwater

Steam hydrology So much energy with the subject that notes are not available!
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Water education
and outreach

- Getting buy-in from
audience

- Not enough time or $$, but
having more stewards is
helping tremendously!

- Communicating science to
all audiences to empower
and not burden

- Capacity
- Tactful communication

techniques
- Resistance to science due to

politicization
- Little to no name

recognition outside of
agricultural community

- Struggling with finding
useful grants to apply for;
lack of resources

- Little to no data on what
the community needs from
us

- Reaching teachers to be
involved

- Communication techniques
- There are a lot of tools (like

Jamboard) that I'm not aware of
that could help with education of
various audiences

- Who is trying to communicate
what and why they need to
communicate it

- Technology tools and how to
bridge the separation gap
between rural and urban areas.
Deep down there may be more
things that unite/connect us than
we realize

- How to get the "in" with
audiences not working in water

- Are there resources to tap into
that aren't in the obvious places?

- I'd like to collaborate to
help disseminate info
from scientists and
experts, and to have
more peer to peer
education

- I'd like to work with a
network of people to
develop a HOLISTIC
STRATEGY for education
that takes best
advantage of the skill
sets and resources
available to
communicate with the
various audiences we
have on the various
topics

- Learn what relative
materials are available

- Strategies to speak with
adults vs. strategies to
connect with youth

- Ways we can
partner/work together
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Appendix C: Full responses from Meeting #3
Table C.1

Suggestions to be considered as a leadership group is developed for the Water Network:

General themes Input submitted by water leaders

Representation of
sectors

● Having sectors built into the leadership team
● A good cross section on stakeholders
● Include participation from both rural and urban regions
● Attempts to be broadly inclusive
● Geographical diversity and variety of expertise
● The 2 parameters mentioned;  geography and type of group represented, but should also

include different topic/issue categories
● Agree needs to be broad geographically and organizationally
● Mix NGOs, community members
● Keeping a diverse, broad set of folks, maintaining flexibility, welcoming transition and

new leadership.  Ensure to include areas outside of the city center.
● New voices at the table!
● Regional wide inclusion. Watershed wide support.
● Diverse representation across water needs, complimentary skills

Centering equity and
justice

● Equity and justice be centered
● Ensuring participation from often marginalized groups- and community members.

Flexibility and
participation

● Come up with short activities to get participation
● Members will be interested in a variety of issues. I recommend leaders keep the network

broad and inclusive, allowing space for subgroups to focus in more on specific issues.
● Access to meetings and technology limitations

Knowledge transfer
and clarity in roles

● The framework is flexible and allows for changing issues and engagement, but provides
stability and good info exchange between old and new members.

● "Don’t forget to always have the goals and vision in mind"
● Make sure to include those in all headwaters and outside of PA.  And clear description of

leadership roles - it's hard to agree to be a leader if you don't know what that will entail.

Local leadership ● Hiring a local coordinator or dedicated staff towards helping act in the transition from the
UPENN water center to local ownership/leadership.

Collaboration ● Connect with ORBA, state water plan and other water coordinating efforts
● How to make connections.
● Inclusion of leaders from other SW PA Water Resource Collaboratives
● Coordination with existing groups. No need to "reinvent" strategies when other activities

are already working.
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Table C.2

General suggestions to be considered as the Strategic Working Group moves forward
with developing the SW PA Water Network:

General themes Input submitted by water leaders

Knowledge transfer /
onboarding

● Onboarding new members/transferring knowledge
● How information is disseminated to the general population in the region

Collaboration ● How to involve the EPA and DEP within our process and partner with them in our
development.

● Identifying sources of assistance for groups
● Involvement of government folks to keep everyone working together
● Rural areas far from DEP offices tend to get less attention and enforcement when

violations occur.
● How to develop collaboration structure for specific topics within the network.

Regional vision ● A long term plan and vision for the region!
● Mechanisms for enacting policy change
● Equality of voices and the long tern needs of the region and the organization
● Creating a regional vision
● A five Year strategic plan
● No strategic plan!!!! :)
● Overall goal and plan that supports beyond the southwest region.

Measuring success ● Measuring outcomes - how to show success of the network
● Overall goal and Value to members
● Niche we are filling
● Highlighting and celebrating successes

Engagement and
participation

● Hearing all voices
● How to set up the framework to facilitate dialogue that would lead to leveraged

efforts
● Using participants' time efficiently by sharing/posting results on line and using

meetings as productively and focused as possible. Time is precious.
● Making sure it is easy to participate/obvious how participation can happen
● Keep the customer (or consumer) in mind. it might be the general public and it

might be the local government.
● How to developed a layered system where the different partners actually can

communicate and work together well.
● Continued engagement across the region
● Cross-discipline and profession goal setting and work.
● Reach out to "new blood" for the group to keep participation levels up.
● How to encourage participation of neighborhoods
● In-person events every so often to allow for getting to know people
● Making sure that invitations are being sent to a diverse group of people. Where do

human and water interactions occur and how to improve both of those health
categories?

Funding ● Sustained funding for 2-3 initial years of the network to allow it to figure itself out
and build to the resource we all need. That funding to support the local leadership
and ownership.

● Keep an eye on opportunities to support the work of watershed groups from the
Federal govt. related to transition coal/oil and gas communities to a renewable
energy future.  Funding could support AMD and jobs creation.

● Financial resources are limited, so connecting silos into holistic goals is key

Structure ● What will the "product" look like and where will it be housed? Who will operate it
and make leadership decisions?
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● Moving towards the goals in Phase III. We have buy in to develop this network, so
let's go!

● Making more clear goals/what water issues will be focused on and how.  Will we
work toward specific water related goals/ accomplish certain projects?

● Environmental Justice - This seems to be a very "white" space and we need to
involve all groups in this process.

● Maybe multi-year plans for particular projects within the network
● Activate working groups

Specific areas of
consideration

● Source (drinking) water protection for small and large systems.
● Attention to public health issues and water!
● Remember the public health components of water politics
● Environmental justice
● Including rural and headwaters issues in development
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